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Welcome to the Tramways Monthly ‘Preservation Supplement’ - a look at the most recent Blackpool tram preservations that have not yet been covered in the magazine.
No less than twelve cars have been preserved across the
country, and due to space constraints we had to leave
these out of the main magazine. However, rather than let
the news slip away, we decided that it would be a better
idea to put together a special supplement detailing all of
the trams... so here we are!
The trams concerned are Balloons 702, 704, 712 and 716,
Brush cars 623 and 630, Boat 607, Centenary 648, Jubilee
762, ex-towing Railcoach 680 and Twin sets 672+682 and
676+686.
The tramcars have been distributed amongst Crich Tramway Village, Heaton Park, the Lancastrian Transport Trust
and - most surprisingly - Farmer Parr’s Animal World in Fleetwood. More information on where each car is can be
found within.
Happy reading!
Jack Gordon - 12/03/10
Editor - jack.gordon@tramways-monthly.com

702 only appeared in passenger service once in 2009, and
that day was Saturday 6th September. The tram was captured
on this date at Pleasure Beach. Andrew Waddington
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Front Cover Photograph: How long did you think it would be until this car appeared?! It is of course Twin Set 672+682, sporting it’s eye-catching orange and
yellow Metro Coastlines livery. This car will be heading to Derbyshire in the next
two years. Alan Robson
Back Cover Photograph: An opportunistic shot of three trams which have just
been reserved by preservation groups. From left to right, we have - wartime liveried Brush car 623, modernised Brush car 630, and Twin car 672+682, all at the front
of Rigby Road depot last September. Tony Waddington
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TONY WADDINGTON

Crich Tramway Village

Blackpool Transport have very generously agreed to donate no less than six trams to the
Tramway Museum Society for preservation at Crich Tramway Village, home to Britain’s
National Tramway Museum. Not all of these will be available straight away, but the decision to accept them for the national collection is nonetheless fantastic news, and will
enable the TMS to tell another chapter in the story of the development of British tramcars.

Balloon car 712

As previously reported, 712 will be going on static display in
the newly revamped Exhibition Hall to represent Blackpool’s
streamlined fleet of the 1930s. It is currently being repainted in
original livery (despite being in nothing like original condition!)
and is expected to depart for Crich shortly.

Open Boat car 607
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Also reported previously, 607 will be getting a permanent
home in Derbyshire after visiting Crich in 1985. The tram is due
to visit Beamish in exchange for Marton Box 31 and will then
move to Crich, probably towards the end of this year. It was
last painted back in 1996 when it received a yellow and green
advert livery for ‘Travelcard’, but will probably be repainted
before heading off on its travels.

Refurbished Brush Railcoach 630
Perhaps a rather surprising selection for preservation at Crich, especially as the Tramway Museum Society already own one other Brush car,
although it is not yet certain what plans exist for
this heavily modernised vehicle. The car was rebuilt in 1995 with low-voltage equipment and
currently advertises ‘Karting 2000’. It should remain in service in Blackpool throughout 2010
and 2011.

Twin Set 672+682
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Andrew Waddington

A major gap in the TMS collection has been a representative of electric trailer operation, which will be
represented by Set 2. This pair are of course painted in the striking orange and yellow Line 1 Metro
bus livery, and were the first trams to be painted in
a Metro Coastlines layout back in 2003 as part of a
mini-overhaul. Set 2 will also remain in service until
the arrival of all of Blackpool’s new supertrams and
should therefore be available in 2012.

Centenary car 648

Originally an experimental car numbered
651 built in 1985, this car became an ordinary Centenary car in 1990 and is the most
original of the class, as it boasts original style
curved windscreens and has been sympathetically refurbished with several nearoriginal features. Currently painted white it
was the last Centenary car in the mid-life refurbishment programme and therefore still
has a high book value, and will not be considered surplus to requirements until 2015.
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Jubilee car 762
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The final addition to the National tram collection is the
ultimate development of double-deck tram design in
Britain. 762 is a high-capacity tram capable of one person operation, with separate entrance and exit doors,
unlike its sister car 761 which only has one door on each
side and is notoriously slow to load and unload passengers. 762 was partially rebuilt in 2005 and carries a bright
green livery promoting ‘Re:Blackpool’.

TONY WADDINGTON

Heaton Park

Blackpool Transport have also sold four trams to the Manchester Tramway Museum Society for preservation on the Heaton Park tramway. Unlike the cars detailed above that are
going to Crich, all four of these cars are understood to be available immediately, and all
but one are also in full working order, with the fourth expected to be a long term restoration
project. Unlike the cars going to Crich, these area also expected to operate in the Park.

Brush Railcoach 623

Built in 1937, and currently painted in wartime green & cream
livery. 623 has become a very popular car in recent times
due to this special livery, and was also used as the main
car for Tram Driving Experience courses last year. It was last
overhauled in 1990 but remains in very good condition and
is sure to be a firm favourite with visitors to Heaton Park.
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Ex-Towing Railcoach 680
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Originally an English Electric Railcoach, this tram was rebuilt
with flat ends to tow a trailer but has spent most of it’s life running as a single car. It received a major rebuild in 1991/2 after
spending a few years off the road following a major electrical
failure, and was the last single-deck tram to be overhauled
and not fitted with low-voltage equipment. Because of this
680 is classed as ‘unrefurbished’ and last ran in autumn 2008.

Balloon car 702
Built in 1934 as an open-topper and later enclosed. It
carries the 1970s green & cream livery and received an
underframe overhaul in 2004; however despite this it
has hardly been used at all in recent years and ran just
twice during 2009. 702’s excellent condition and largely traditional appearance make it a superb choice for
preservation.
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Balloon car 704
Another former open-top car from 1934, which is currently
stored in an unserviceable condition and has been stripped
of various parts since it last ran back in 2003. It was withdrawn due to the poor condition of it’s roof. One day it is
hoped to restore this tram will be restored to it’s original appearance as open top car 241, but this is likely to be a major long-term project.
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Lancastrian Transport Trust

The Lancastrian Transport Trust are rapidly building up a large and varied collection of Blackpool trams using members of the fleet that are now considered surplus to requirements by Blackpool Transport. Following on from their purchases from
the tail end of 2009 - which included Open Boat 605, Brush Railcoach 632, and Balloon car 703, the Trust have now added what many people consider to be one of the
most historically important Blackpool trams to their fleet, in the form of a Twin car set.

Twin Set 676+686
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676 formed half of the
prototype Twin set
which entered service in 1958 and therefore differs slightly
from the production
cars, whilst 686 is a standard
trailer that dates from the early 1960s.
The trams are the last of the type to retain the
green and cream livery, and have been stood out
of service since November 2004. It is ultimately planned to
restore this duo in 1970s condition and paint them in the half
green/hallf cream livery of the era.

ALAN ROBSON

Farmer Parr’s Fleetwood

Surely the most surprising tram purchase for many years, is the reported sale of Balloon 716 to Farmer Parrs Animal World, near Fleetwood! This popular family attraction is not just home to animals though, but also houses a small vehicle collection,
and this is presumably where their first ever tramcar is most likely to be displayed.

Balloon car 716
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716 dates from 1935 and
was one of the second series English Electric Balloon
cars that were fully enclosed from the offset, unlike the previous set of cars
that started life as open
toppers. 716 has now been
stored unserviceable since
2003, when it was withdrawn due to having a
severely corroded underframe. The tram has since
been stripped of several
parts and is somewhat of
a surprise preservation due
to it’s current condition!
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A classic summer scene of Boat car
607 in ‘Travelcard’ advert livery, unloading passengers at the Tower.
An immaculate 623 loading at Pleasure Beach in September 2007.
A surprisingly clean 648 in all-white
livery seen outside the tram shed, in
July 2009.
You honestly didn’t think that was
it did you? Twin Set 2 is seen on the
prom on Fleetwood service.
Despite being stored out of service
since 2003, Balloon 704 still carries the
striking ‘Eclipse’ advert, shown here at
Waterloo Road in happier times.
704’s first ever advert livery - also for
the Pleasure Beach ‘Eclipse’ show was newly applied when this picture
was taken in the summer of 1998.
762’s wore an advert for ‘Unison’ back
in 2008 - the year that it was named
‘Stuart L Pillar’, in honour of the man
who designed this tram.
Railcoach 680 is spotted sporting it’s
yellow chevrons near to Cabin.

